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Notation 

LMDC\China denotes a party negotiating on behalf of a group. 

CBDR = common but differentiated responsibility 

… means that the note-taker missed a comment 

 

Session notes 

Co-facilitator: At the contact group, the highlighted goal was to build a negotiations text. He notes they 

have been instructed to streamline the informal note by removing duplication, clustering, etc. without 

removing anything from the table. He notes COP23 informal note was 180pp and unwieldy, so they have 

come up with a tool to navigate the document, but it won’t supersede the note until parties inform us 

otherwise. In the interim, the tool must reflect and frame proposals in way that doesn’t prejudice any 

one view. They hope technical details will help with understanding. Co-facilitators have conducted 

bilaterals over the past two days, and they strong diverging views on mitigation elements without 

prejudice to final structure of negotiating text. Therefore, they need clear ground rules from parties. 

They urge parties to hold informal informals to find a consensus on framing and streamlining 

substanitive elements in tool. This would lead to technical paper streamlining in the next few days. They 

also note the submission from ‘one group of parties’.  

He re-emphasizes that they need ground rules! If they can get rules in the next few days, they can have 

a draft document by Monday, and can find an extra hour in the second week to get feedback on a draft 

document. They want to use time to talk about substance. They have 6 hours this week and have 

requested more time.  

The time allocations for different negotiation issues are as follows: 

• Today: 10-11a want comments on the approach, views on cross-cutting issues. 

• Next 2 hours (11a, 5p) ICTU 

• Tomorrow 2 hours, accounting for NDCs 

• Friday, 1 hour features of NDCs 

• Note strict time management, speakers list won’t carry over, urge parties not to repeat general 

points 

Colombia: asks for repeat on last sentence from co-facilitators 



Co-facilitator: want to confirm from parties that our approach is acceptable, then ask for general/cross-

cutting issues 

LMDCs/China: thanks parties from the last session, support informal note as a starting point. Her view 

on why the informal note is so long: the submissions! Only 63 pages are the outline. 100pct of elements 

and 90pct of headings, 80pct of bullets are the same. Their expectations: support all structures, options, 

all should be maintained and reflected in text to reflect views provided by different parties. No removal 

at this stage. Very willing to talk about elements. On cross-cutting issues: they support from the 2031 

NDC cycle onwards for time of application, notes that any country that wants to apply the guidance 

earlier may of course do so. Notes the “may include” in the PA and that the guidance is non-binding 

(they emphasize). Re: structure, it should reflect Article 4 differentiation, and so the structure should be 

clearly differentiated. They find it “more acceptable and pragmatic,” Re: scope, from PA Art3, the scope 

is clearly defined as mitigation, adaption, and means of implementation. They note the importance of all 

components (full scope). Note the importance of capacity building and developed country provision o f 

support/capacity building to developing countries for preparation/communication. 

New Zealand: Thanks China for constructive intervention, echoes commonalities in informal note. 

Accepts that certain options will have to stay until COP24. They support application for accounting 

beginning with subsequent NDCs, from 2031 onwards (agree with LMDCs). Information could be 

updated as part of sooner communication process but notes room for discussion. Re: bifurcated 

guidance, he wants general guidance applicable to all in terms what’s applicable to targets and 

baselines, so its really general guidance. In his view, that brings in differentiation because it brings in 

national determination, so it reflects different expectations and responsibilities. They see the scope of 

discussions as mitigation, agree capacity building is important and that there’s room for discussion 

there.  

AOSIS/Marshall Islands: They support the co-facilitators’ approach. They want to produce useful 

guidance by COP24. Echoes the importance of capacity building to AOSIS membership, as well as means 

of implementation. 

Switzerland: They support application in 2026. In the spirit of Paris, guidance should be applied at the 

same moment for everybody. They see a need to regularly revise mitigation guidance, since NDCs are 

learning curves, and want CMA to decide the years of revision of the guidance. Structure: they see Paris 

as creating a system applicable to all while respecting national determination. Bifurcation is not 

acceptable for them. The only bifurcated scenario would be to differentiate with regard to a common 

metric (i.e. GDP or emission level). 

AR,UR,BR/Brazil: Think tool is important, informal note should be basis for further discussions. … Article 

4 should be reflected in the guidance here. Their views on cross-cutting issues: 1) The APA3 negotiations 

could use placeholders on adaptation communication as a component for NDCs from APA4 2) 

Placeholders could be used as well for support from developed countries in the SBI Art 9.5 negotiations. 

Accounting and CTU feed off of APA5 discussions of the enhanced transparency framework (ETF). They 

don’t want to replicate discussions in different rooms, and hope cross-cutting issues will be discussed 

between Presiding Officers and later Heads of Delegation (HoD). 

African Group/Zimbabwe: Welcome co-facilitator proposal re: streamlining. Capacity building is a cross-

cutting issue; support for implementation is key cross-cutting issue as well. They prefer 2026 as a time of 



application. Differentiation is also important (exact position unclear). Informal note can form part of the 

starting point, especially pages 3-8, 73-79, with components on information and accounting. Full scope 

of NDCs should be reflected in guidance, but they recognize this is a mitigation discussion. Agree with 

Brazil re: not replicating.  

Ethiopia: Support Zimbabwe, accept approaches from co-facilitator, note duplication in informal note, 

thank co-facilitators for tool. Want support expressed alongside capacity building. They want application 

in the next round of NDCs. 

Korea: Informal note isn’t a good basis, it has everything but the informal note is so scattered with 17 

options, yet they only see 4 substantively. The new tool could be organized with 4 options but we need 

to clarify options to give the co-facilitators a clear direction. Re: differentiation, technical differentiation 

is most Paris-like, but they’re willing to consider other options.  

EU: They like method of work. Required outcome from COP24 is clear, they see themselves as here to 

discuss mitigation guidelines for all NDCs with applicability depending on characteristics.  

Arab Group/Saudi Arabia: (align LMDC) On scope, they want all NDC components reflected: mitigation, 

adaptation, co-benefits from economic diversification, and means of implementation. Emphasize CBDR 

on implementation. Want two sets of guidance for developing and developed countries. They do not 

accept redefinition of differentiation.  

Indonesia: … 

India: (align LMDC/China) Informal note is good starting point, stress full scope of NDCs. On all other 

APA items, we’ve considered full scope, so they ask why should this be any different? Looking at the 

mitigation section of 1.CP21, it talks about NDCs as a whole. They see some proposed options as not 

grounded in current agreement: where did differentiation based on GDP/emissions come from? They 

don’t accept these categorizations and don’t see the PA basis. They note a previous India/China 

submission, and would like to make an additional submission with historical contributions as basis with 

one of the options. Their eam is working on it, will have it by the end of the session. 

CARICOM/St. Lucia: (align AOSIS) See solutions in working through the substance, appreciate time 

allocations. See scope as mitigation. Re: bifurcation, we don’t want it, we want guidance that 

emphasizes commonalities.  

 

Missed ca 15min 

….. 

 

 

Projected bullet points, p8 of 

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/apa_3_informal_note_final_version.pdf 

Return 11:04 



 

LMDCs/China: Will try to respond to points made by following speakers (attempt at mind-reading). Re: 

para 27 elements, will go through one by one to show how they humiliate LMDCs, and why they can’t 

accept the elaboration of para 27, adopted under pressure of some parties in Lima and Paris, so now 

“enough is enough. Full stop.” Para 27 is a maximum, so fruitless to push for them to accept something 

further. Notes that ambition doesn’t depend on information, it depends on action (in the post 2020 

period). Notes capacity issue, climate people in their governments should be doing implementation. 

Who will read the thick documents we produce? People care about benefits and co-benefits of the NDC 

with regards to sustainable development and business opportunities. As to why specific elements are 

beyond LMDC capacity: reference points and baselines are pointless because innovative NDCs that 

might not be regulatable will come up later given the status of the PA as a durable agreement. Some 

countries have qualitative plans, he asks how that will that work for a indicators scenario, re: conditions, 

4.11 may adjust NDC at anytime, we don’t need to indicate conditions for adjustment. Re: data sources, 

for some countries, this is classified—this will put people in jail. Re: scope issues, for some parties its just 

projects, notes different sectors and different gases. In short: this is beyond our capacities.  

Co-facilitator: You’re speaking to close to the mic, and please be brief. 

LMDCs/China: (Continued from before) We have our own specific economic situation, a transition from 

central planning to a market economy with our own definition of sectors related to classified data 

sources, so can’t accept elaborating on sectors. Re: the question of geographical coverage and 100pct 

GHG in territory, of course, some parties have territory debates, but that crosses our red line because it 

will trigger very sensitive issues. Re: planning process, everybody has their own, so why specify. 

Assumptions and methodological approaches. Don’t need to elaborate, will replicate ETF and 

accounting. So in summary, we don’t need elaboration on para 27. They reserve the right to provide a 

no-text option.  

AOSIS/Marshall Islands: Want to emphasize that they’re not constrained by the bullets on screen. In 

general, they want info that can convey in aggregate how pledges will impact the atmosphere. The first 

round didn’t do this, which is why we have the current mandate. They want to produce guidance 

relevant to all of our membership, while includes a range of circumstances and NDCs. The entire goal 

will be achieved or undermined by CTU. Whatever we produce, not everything will be relevant to 

everybody. Lists large amount of technical details … Timeframes, coverage of sectors/gases, indicative in 

CO2 equivalent, common IPCC metric, reference points, BAU/baseline/targets, assumptions and 

methodologies. All of this is in the informal note somewhere. We need a smaller informal note, but not 

confined by para 27. Capacity building is critical, particularly for SIDS, to ensuring compliance, as access 

to environmental information is a constraint.  

AR,UR,BR/Brazil: Sees list on the screen as a useful guide, but ‘reference point, including quantifiable 

information’ might better encompass all NDCs instead of the current first bullet. Re: assumptions and 

methodological approaches, include those adopted by IPCC/CMA, re: fairness and ambition, would open 

up to include how party considers its NDC fair and ambitious, information on progression (4.3), highest 

possible ambition -> CBDR NC, how it was informed by GST, (4.6), and how developing countries will 

move over time towards an economy wide target. Additional information on support is elaborated in 

their submission. It also includes information on operationalization of 4.16-18. 



EU: They want informal note to be more specific, especially re: scope and coverage of mitigation 

commitments. Re: planning processes, two main things, elaboration (providing info on the process, 

whether it went through stakeholder consultation), implementation (what domestic policies it intends 

to pursue, whether linked with long term strategy) are key. 4.19 is not mandatory, so it’s up to parties. 

NDCs could include principles from both 4.1 and the preamble, (throws a bone to human rights, food 

security, etc.). They want fairness in light of CBDR, could explain operationalizing equity here, as well as 

consideration of co-benefits from adaptation and economic diversification. 

Arab Group/Saudi Arabia: Support China/LMDC, and want a bullet on mitigation co-benefits from 

adaptation and economic diversification (per PA 4.7). 

African Group/Zimbabwe: Appreciate bullet on transparency and understanding, re: quantifiable 

information on a reference point, believe developed countries shall provide this info with an economy 

wide target whereas developing countries may submit discretionally contingent on capacity and support 

received in preparation. The scope of information should be coherent with scope of NDCs, wherein 

developed countries shall include all sectors whilst developing countries may include CO2, methane, 

nitrogen but encouraged to include others. Others may be included based on IPCC guidelines. On 

fairness and ambition: restates earlier intervention. On adaptation information: don’t view it as 

additional but as key component. Want it not as ‘additional’ for adaptation and support--remove the 

word in the bullets. Re: support, can clarify for tech transfer, etc.  

Korea: Still organizing thoughts, will circle around later. 

Colombia: We know it’s possible to find some common ground. Don’t see para 27 as restrictive or 

intrusive into national determination. Guidance should reflect obstacles in preparation, but assume 

support is there. Para 27 is a clear reference to what we want to get from NDC; it’s a way to move 

towards long term goal. Re: timeframes, just want it to be related to first goal. Re: scope and coverage, 

sectors are important to create sector specific policy on a national level. Similarly, gases are important 

because different treaties might obligate Colombia to increase climate action, for example on HFCs. 

USA: aligns with Australia. They’ve focused in on specific elements. Take points from Brazil on 

quantifiable information, they’re open to tweaking to account for full variety of NDCs. Appreciate 

Chile/AILAC on clarity of the information for the purpose of environmental integrity, they agree. Hears 

concern that list will require action: this is about applicability, nobody will make you include anything. 

Emphasizes that NDC outlines have already been announced, so nothing in NDC preparation should be 

an onerous burden, if it is, don’t include it. 

Mexico: … targets, want quantifiable information, want base and target years, expected emission levels, 

for other types of NDCs, they want qualitative information. Think clarity is important. Scope: explanation 

for countries without economy wide targets and which gasses are included, in terms of what’s the 

relevance of emissions that were excluded. Support Brazil on fairness and ambition. (including how 

progression over time will be accomplished), highest possible ambition, and consideration of GST. Can 

include information on conditional and unconditional targets, as well information on what conditions 

could provide more ambition. Support Colombia on the need to align with long term strategies. Support 

Chile and US on importance of environmental integrity information.  

India: waits for last. 



Norway: This should be simple and assist parties; the LMDC concern is important. It also must provide 

basis for aggregation. Notes some policy measures are difficult to quantify, so quantification shouldn’t 

be a straitjacket. But should be encouraged as soon as possible [for developing countries]. Scope and 

coverage: see it as simple, which sectors are included, which gases are included, no more information 

should be required there. No need for information on definition of sectors, just a listing. … important to 

link to 4.3, and talk about how the NDC represents progression and highest possible ambition.  

India: How can this guidance be prescriptive? Shouldn’t it be nationally determined? Why are we getting 

into the details? The PA already mandated requirements for the developed countries. It’s relevant for 

them, but unnecessary for developing countries. They oppose further expansion of para 27. 

Honduras: It’s important to provide info on plans and processes to achieve NDC.  

Switzerland: We should be creating a tool to help countries implement their NDC (responding to AILAC), 

three good things happening, assumptions and methodological approaches (and two others). Scope and 

coverage: it’s central to have sectors and gases information, which should be defined by IPCC guidelines, 

and they think the land sector is important. Notes significance of excluded gases/sectors. Info on Art6 

approaches is important, whether categories in NDC reflect continued coverage. Notes MX/Norway 

interventions on ambition. 

Japan: Notes the US comment on applicability. Re: elements under methodology, Parties can use 

defined terms such as renewable energies that lead to common understanding. 

Costa Rica: Support Chile/AILAC, Colombia, we can do it if we work together! Notes their economy wide 

target, we are aware we may be biased because we allow for cooperative approaches. We need clear 

and transparent basis for accounting. We recognize nationally determined nature, but we need this 

information to reach a common goal. Minimizing the number of assumptions is something we should all 

be striving for.  

New Zealand: We’re trying to discuss what level of information is necessary. This should include how 

party will draw with existing approaches, how its consistent with circumstances, accounting guidance, 

existing approaches don’t apply to everyone and explanation on how its consistent with 4.13.  

Canada: is OK with speaking next session. 

Korea: Doesn’t get to speak. 


